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Driving past Stephen's Green, he began to tell us some
rather fictitious details about dead bodies of men and
women being carried away at night and buried secretly.
And my thoughts rushed back to that dreadful
Sunday in London when I had read in Lloyd's Weekly
News a circumstantial account of the finding of my
sister's dead body in Stephen's Green, and of the terrible
days that followed, when I had almost wished the
discredited story had been true, so much worse does
it seem to the human mind to be executed coldly and
deliberately at a certain hour by the clock than to be
killed in the hurry and excitement of battle. Perhaps
this is because such a death is so wholly unnatural
In every form of natural life, destruction comes
silently and unexpectedly or, at the worst, wrapped in
a haze of uncertain hours and vague moments. The
foreknowledge of the exact minute of death is a form
of mental torture entirely invented by human beings,
in the fiendish ingenuity of vengeance sanctified by
pious traditions. The world, as God made it, may be
cruel in many things, but it is not cruel enough for that
supreme and unnatural outrage.
This slow and excruciating and delicately applied
brain torment has been brought to a terrible pitch of
perfection by a generation that prides itself on the
abolition of the rack, and the rougher methods of their
ancestors, too blunted themselves to realise the more
refined and exquisite possibilities of brain and nerve
torture.
But the worst had not happened. My sister, con-
demned to death for her part in the Rebellion, had been
reprieved.
And now I was on my way to visit her in prison.
After visiting the kind friend who had by some .
means procured the permit, the three of us started
for Mountjoy.

